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S2G2: Semi-Supervised Semantic Bird-Eye-View
Grid-Map Generation Using a Monocular

Camera for Autonomous Driving
Shuang Gao , Student Member, IEEE, Qiang Wang , Member, IEEE, and Yuxiang Sun , Member, IEEE

Abstract—Semantic bird-eye-view (BEV) grid map is a straight-
forward data representation for semantic environment percep-
tion. It can be conveniently integrated with downstream tasks,
such as motion planning, trajectory prediction, etc. Most existing
methods of semantic BEV grid-map generation adopt supervised
learning, which requires extensive hand-labeled ground truth to
achieve acceptable results. However, there exist limited datasets
with hand-labeled ground truth for semantic BEV grid map gener-
ation, which hinders the research progress in this field. Moreover,
manually labeling images is tedious and labor-intensive, and it
is difficult to manually produce a semantic BEV map given a
front-view image. To provide a solution to this problem, we propose
a novel semi-supervised network to generate semantic BEV grid
maps. Our network is end-to-end, which takes as input an image
from a vehicle-mounted front-view monocular camera, and directly
outputs the semantic BEV grid map. We evaluate our network
on a public dataset. The experimental results demonstrate the
superiority of our network over the state-of-the-arts.

Index Terms—Semi-supervised learning, semantic BEV grid
maps, view transformation, autonomous driving.

I. INTRODUCTION

DATA representation for semantic environment perception
is critical in autonomous driving. In recent years, semantic

bird-eye-view (BEV) grid maps have attracted increasing atten-
tion in the robotics research community. Compared to the com-
mon data representation (i.e., front-view semantic segmentation
images), semantic BEV grid maps are more straightforward to
use. In semantic BEV maps, geometric relationships between
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ego-vehicle and obstacles are explicitly illustrated in a natural
view. This advantage makes them more suitable for downstream
tasks, such as motion planning [1], [2], [3], trajectory pre-
diction, etc. Moreover, many networks of these downstream
tasks are trained with visual images in simulation environ-
ments (e.g., CARLA). They suffer from the domain gap issue
when transferred to real-world environments, since simulation
environments lack real texture details compared to real-world
environments. Using semantic BEV grid maps instead of vi-
sual images could alleviate this issue, because semantic maps
almost have the same style in both simulation and real-world
environments.

Different from semantic segmentation algorithms that label
front-view camera images pixel-wisely into front-view semantic
maps, our task is more like a generation process which generates
semantic BEV maps from front-view camera images. To achieve
this goal, some works [4], [5] first generate standard front-view
semantic maps from front-view camera images, and then project
the segmentation maps into the bird eye view using view trans-
forming algorithms, such as the inverse perspective mapping
(IPM) algorithm. However, the IPM algorithm suffers from the
flat ground assumption [6], and the pipeline accumulates errors
through the two steps. The issues make this stream of methods
less generalizable. To address these issues, recent methods [7],
[8], [9] resort to generating semantic BEV maps in an end-to-end
manner, which could avoid using the IPM algorithm and alleviate
the error propagation issue. However, most of the existing end-
to-end methods adopt supervised learning to train their networks,
which requires a large amount of ground-truth images to achieve
acceptable results. The datasets with hand-labeled ground truth
for semantic BEV grid maps are limited. In addition, manually
labeling images is tedious and labor-intensive, and manually
drawing semantic BEV maps according to the front-view camera
images is difficult for humans.

To provide a solution to this problem, we propose a novel
Semi-Supervised semantic BEV Grid-map Generation (S2G2)
network, which requires only a small amount of labeled data
and a large amount of unlabeled data to achieve superior per-
formance. Our network is end-to-end. It consists of two major
components: view transformation from front-view to bird eye
view, and semantic labeling on the bird eye view.

To the best of our knowledge, our network S2G2 is the first
solution to generate semantic BEV maps in a semi-supervised
manner. We implement multiple baselines to perform exten-
sive comparative studies on a public dataset [9]. The results
demonstrate our superiority. The contributions of this work are
summarized as follows:
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1) We propose S2G21, a novel semi-supervised semantic
BEV generation network that can be trained with unla-
beled data.

2) We introduce a new dual-attention view transformation
module to transform the front-view input into the bird-
eye-view feature maps.

3) We create several semi-supervised baseline methods and
compare our network with the baselines and the state-of-
the-art supervised methods.

II. RELATED WORK

Our related work mainly involves semantic segmentation, se-
mantic BEV grid map generation, and semi-supervised learning.
We review several representative works in these fields here.

A. Semantic Segmentation

Semantic segmentation aims to label each pixel of a given
image into individual classes. Badrinarayanan et al. [10] de-
signed SegNet, which shows the potential of the deep learning
in semantic segmentation. The network consists of an encoder
and a decoder. The encoder is used to extract features from
input images, and the decoder is used to restore the spatial
resolution and produce the segmentation map. Different from
SegNet, U-Net [11] also uses the encoder-decoder architecture,
but it introduced a set of shortcut connections to pass the feature
maps from the encoder to the decoder. Chen et al. [12] proposed
DeepLab V3+, in which the atrous convolution and atrous spatial
pyramid pooling were proposed to improve the segmentation
performance.

B. Semantic BEV Grid Map Generation

1) Point Cloud-Based Methods: Some methods use point
clouds produced by radar or LiDAR for semantic grid map
generation. For example, Sless et al. [13] proposed a learnable
inverse sensor model which maps the sparse and noisy Radar
data into binary occupancy grid map in a data-driven manner.
RadarNet [14] exploited both radar and LiDAR sensors for
perception and designed a two-stage fusion module to deal with
the problem of noisy data and measurement ambiguities. Isele
et al. [15] transferred deep learning-based LiDAR segmentation
approaches into the radar point-cloud segmentation. Their work
encapsulated the semantic information into a polar-coordinate
map. Kempen et al. [16] developed an end-to-end learning
framework that can quantify the first- and second-order uncer-
tainty, producing a reliable occupancy grid map.

2) Visual Image-Based Methods: Some methods use images
produced by visual cameras. For example, Roddick et al. [17]
proposed a pyramid occupancy network that predicts semantic
grid maps by a set of multiscale dense transformers and a top-
down module. Dwivedi et al. [18] utilized the monocular depth
estimation to facilitate the BEV segmentation task, using the
pseudo-LiDAR point cloud generated by the depth prediction.
Lu et al. [9] designed a modified variational encoder-decoder
network to get the semantic grid map in bird-eye view by
utilizing the hallucination ability of CNNs. MonoLayout [19]
predicted the BEV road layout and complemented the occlusion

1Our code and dataset are available at https://github.com/lab-sun/S2G2

parts in a single RGB image via adversarial feature learning.
Yang et al. [8] developed a cross-view transformation module
to perform the perspective changing from a frontal view into the
bird-eye view in order to generate a BEV binary semantic map
for driving surroundings.

C. Semi-Supervised Learning

For semi-supervised learning, we generally divide the current
methods into two categories: contrastive learning [20], [21]
and transfer learning [22]. Contrastive learning penalizes the
consistency loss between the outputs from two identical net-
works that take as input the diversely augmented versions of
the same image. In transfer learning, one teacher network is
pre-trained off-line with the labeled data to obtain a satisfactory
performance. The knowledge from the teacher network is then
transferred to the student network by training with the pseudo-
labels of unlabeled data generated by the teacher network. Both
the two categories of semi-supervised methods have limitations.
For example, the two identical parallel networks in the former
would lead to high computational cost, and the latter requires
off-line training. Grounded on the idea of contrastive learning,
we propose a new semi-supervised framework, but avoid using
two identical parallel networks, so that the computational cost
could not be increased.

D. Difference From Previous Works

Different from the aforementioned methods, we propose
an end-to-end network that takes as input the front-view im-
ages from a monocular camera and generates multi-class se-
mantic BEV grid maps in a semi-supervised manner. The
most close work to ours is the method proposed by Yang
et al. [8], but their network can only predict a binary map
and their training process relies on supervised learning. In
contrast, we design a semi-supervised structure, alleviating the
requirement of the hand-labeled data during training. Moreover,
our method can generate multi-class labels, not just binary
labels.

III. THE PROPOSED NETWORK

A. The Overall Architecture

The motivation of this work is to generate semantic BEV grid
maps from input front-view monocular images in an end-to-end
manner. A contrastive learning-based semi-supervised learning
framework with double branches is proposed and its network
architecture is illustrated in Fig. 1. As we can see, our S2G2
takes as input both labeled and unlabeled front-view images. It
consists of a feature extractor, a dual-attention view transfor-
mation (DVT) module, and a double branch generator (DBG).
We employ the EfficientNet [23] as the backbone of the feature
extractor to extract front-view features from the input images.
This encoder is shared for both passive and active branches. The
network first extracts front-view feature maps Ffront from the
input front-view images, then transforms the viewpoint from
front-view to BEV through the DVT module. Two distinct BEV
feature maps, FI and FC , originating from the same input
image, denoted as the homologous features, are generated by
the dual-attention block in the DVT module. The contrastive
learning strategy adjusts the network parameters by minimizing
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Fig. 1. The overall architecture of the proposed S2G2. We aim to generate semantic BEV grid maps in a semi-supervised manner. The network mainly consists
of a feature extractor, a dual-attention view transformation (DVT) module, and a double branch generator (DBG). We feed both the labeled and unlabeled images
into the feature extractor to get the front-view feature maps, Ffront. In DVT, based on cycle consistency, the front-view features are first projected into BEV
features FBEV . Then the dual-attention block refines the BEV feature maps and produces a pair of homologous BEV feature maps, FI and FC . The DBG takes
as input the two BEV feature maps and produces the generation results. The semi-supervised learning is achieved by penalizing the consistency loss between
the active and passive branches. In the DBG module, the active branch updates its weights by gradient descent. Based on the weights of the active branch, the
weights in the passive branch are updated by using the exponential moving average (EMA) prediction. The modules involved in the training process are marked
with green background. The module not involved in training is marked with red background. The solid lines represent the data flow in our network and the dotted
lines represents loss computation. The figure is best viewed in color.

TABLE I
THE NUMBERS OF THE CHANNEL OF FRONT-VIEW FEATURE MAP Ffront

AFTER THE FEATURE EXTRACTION WITH DIFFERENT EFFICIENTNET VARIANTS

AS THE BACKBONE, RANGING FROM EFFICIENTNET-B0 TO EFFICIENTNET-B7.
EFFNET IS THE SHORT FOR EFFICIENTNET

the consistency loss between two identical networks. Therefore,
the homologous features from the DVT module serve as the
diversely augmented versions of one original image, which are
the naturally suitable inputs for this semi-supervised scheme.
With the semantic heads in both branches, a semantic BEV grid
map can be generated.

B. The Feature Extractor

A pre-trained CNN model, EfficientNet [23], is used as our
feature extractor. Different from the existing contrastive learning
methods [20], we employ a shared encoder to extract the low-
level features from both labeled and unlabeled images rather than
using a parallel architecture with two identical networks, which
results in a larger network model. With the increase of stages
in EfficientNet, the receptive fields are enlarged, the backbone
gradually reduces the feature-map resolution but increases the
number of feature-map channels. The output feature map of the
encoder is denote as Ffront. Since the EfficientNet has various
variants, the number of channels of Ffront can be different.
Detailed channel numbers are display in Table I

C. The Dual-Attention View Transformation Module

To transform feature maps from front-view to BEV, we design
the DVT module. According to the frontal features, this module

predicts the corresponding feature maps in bird-eye view. The
DVT module includes a view transformation block and a dual
attention block. The former is designed to perform the view pro-
jection in a learning-based approach and the later will strengthen
the transformed results.

1) View Transformation Block: Inspired by [24], the view
transformation can be realized by training a transformation
module HF

B that transforms the feature maps from the front-
view to BEV, FBEV = HF

B (Ffront). Another transformation
function HB

F is the inverse of HF
B . HB

F transforms the FBEV

back to the front view, F̃front = HB
F (FBEV ). To train the view

transformation block, a cycle consistency loss is introduced here:

Lcycle = ||HB
F

(
HF

B (Ffront)
)−Ffront||1. (1)

Minimizing Lcycle encourages the re-transformed front-view
feature map F̃front to be similar to the original one, Ffront.
The input of the module HF

B is the front-view feature map and a
corresponding BEV feature map is the output. Here, we use
double convolutional layers to fit the transformation module
HF

B and HB
F . The convolutional operation focuses on the local

features and preserves the spatial information. The designed
double-layer convolution enlarges the receptive field layer by
layer until covering the whole input feature, Ffront. This could
allow our view transformation block considering both local and
global information during the view transformation.

2) Dual Attention Block: Based on the work [8], we design a
dual attention block to improve the view transformation results.
We keep the cross-view attention part unchanged, following [8],
which takes Ffront, FBEV and F̃front as inputs to infer the
attention score between the front-view and BEV. The cross-view
attention emphasizes the relationship between the two different
views. However, the internal relationship within the generated
BEV feature map is also worth noting. Since the convolution
layer can be seen as a feature extractor, the feature maps pro-
duced from multi-layer convolutions already gathered different
kinds of features, stacking in the channel dimension. Moreover,
the salient features are located differently in each feature layer
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Fig. 2. The structure of the inter-view attention block. The block enables the
network to focus on both spatial attention and channel attention of the input
BEV feature map. The two types of attention are extracted sequentially. After
normalization with the Sigmoid function, the attention score is multiplied with
the input to get the final attention feature map.

at the spatial dimension. Therefore, we design an inter-view
attention sub-block, which combines both channel and spatial
attention to highlight the internal relationship of the BEV feature
map, FBEV . The inter-view attention sub-block and cross-view
attention sub-block together form the dual attention block and
complement to each other.

Fig. 2 demonstrates the proposed inter-view attention sub-
block. In this sub-block, we first perform n depthwise convo-
lution kernels [25] on n-channel input feature map separately
without changing the depth. This operation reduces the reso-
lution of the feature map and the salient features located in
the spatial dimension can be learned as training. We repeat
depthwise convolution twice in our proposed S2G2. An 1× 1
convolution is applied to the intermediate features sequentially,
which exploits the channel relationship of the feature maps. Both
types of convolution are followed with a max-pooling operation.
In short, the inter-view attention is computed as:

SA = sigmoid{C1[Cd(Fin)]}, (2)

Fout = Fin ⊗ SA, (3)

where Cd and C1 denote the depthwise convolution and 1× 1
convolution respectively. After two successive attention extrac-
tion, a Sigmoid function is applied to map the convolution output
into the range from 0 to 1. Then, an attention score, SA is
produced. ⊗ represents element-wise multiplication. Through
multiplication, the internal attention is spread into the input
feature map.

In order to make the inter-view attention and cross-view
attention complementary, we introduce a cross entropy loss
function, LBEV , between the outputs of the separate attention
block. The DVT module maintains the same dimension in the
input and output feature maps, so it can be inserted into any
existing network seamlessly.

D. The Double Branch Generator

Grounded on the contrastive learning strategy, we propose a
double branch generator, which is composed of an active branch

and a passive branch to implement semi-supervised learning.
The main idea behind contrastive learning is that similar data
are clustered together and different data are pushed away. This
assumes that the network should generate consistent outputs,
given similar inputs. In such a way, the unlabeled data can be
utilized to boost the training process. Therefore, the performance
of the contrastive learning-based semi-supervised methods re-
lies largely on the generation of the homologous data. The
existing contrastive learning approaches perform strong data
augmentation combinations, as such Mixup [26], Cutout [27],
and CutMix [28] to generate diverse versions of the same data.
In our work, the output feature map is not aligned with the input
image due to the view transformation task. Therefore, those data
augmentation techniques that require the alignment between the
input and output, do not apply to our network.

With the dual attention block, we get two outputs,FI andFC .
The two feature maps concentrate on the inter-view relationship
and cross-view relationship, respectively. The two attention-
included outputs originate from the same input but differ from
each other. Therefore, we take them as inputs for the active
branch and passive branch, naturally. To endow the network with
the ability to output similar predictions for the similar inputs, we
introduce a consistency loss,Lcon that calculates the differences
between the predictions from the active branch and the passive
branch with mean squared error. The consistency loss can be
written as:

Lcon = ||Pact(Fc, ωa)− Ppas(FI , ωp)||2, (4)

wherePact(·) andPpas(·) are the predictions from active branch
and passive branch. The weights for the two branches areωa and
ωp, respectively.

At each training step, the active branch updates via the gra-
dient descent from the weighted sum of the segmentation loss,
Lseg and consistency loss,Lcon. We define the segmentation loss
as the cross-entropy loss for the labeled images. The consistency
loss is used for both labeled and unlabeled images. The weights
in passive branch (ωp) are updated with an Exponential Moving
Average (EMA) strategy instead of the gradient descent manner,
which is formulated as:

ωi
p = λωi−1

p + (1− λ)ωi
a, (5)

where the superscript i represents the i-th training step. λ is a
hyperparameter for EMA decay, and it is set as 0.999 in our
experiment.

E. Loss Function

We add losses from different modules together. We train our
S2G2 in an end-to-end manner. The overall loss function is
formulated as:

L = Lseg + αLcycle + βLBEV + γLcon, (6)

where Lseg is the major loss for our network. α, β, and γ are
the weighted coefficient to balance each loss. In practice, we
empirically set α, β both equal to 1, and let consistancy weight,
γ, be adjusted in a self-adaption way. We will discuss the details
of those hyperparameters in the experiment section.
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IV. EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS AND DISCUSSIONS

A. The Dataset

We conducted our experiments using the dataset from
MonoOccupancy [9]. This dataset includes 2600, 375 and 500
labeled images for training, validation and test. The dataset
preserves the input images of the public dataset, Cityscapes [29].
But the authors create their own semantic BEV ground truth via
semi-global matching (SGM) method [30], using the disparity
maps provided by Cityscapes. The ground truth contains 4
semantic classes, which are obstacles, sidewalk, terrain, and
road. To evaluate the semi-supervised architecture, we build
three groups with different ratios of unlabeled images. The ratios
of the unlabeled images are 10%, 40% and 80%. Note that we
use all the labeled images in the training set. The input images
are normalized to 256× 512 and the output size is 64× 64.

We randomly shuffle the input training data before feeding
them to the network. Because the input image and generated
semantic maps are in different perspectives, we apply random
flipping and random brightness changing to perform the data
augmentation, maintaining the relative position of the content
in the images.

B. Training Details

The training is performed with an NVIDIA GeForce RTX
3060 GPU. Due to the limited memories of the GPU, we set
the batch size to 4, which consists of 2 labeled images and 2
unlabeled images. We train our network for 200 epochs with the
stochastic gradient descent (SGD) optimizer. The momentum
and weight decay are set to 0.9 and 1× 10−4, respectively. We
initialize the learning rate to 5× 10−5 and adopt an exponential
decay scheme to adjust the learning rate as training. The decay
coefficient of the learning rate is 0.995.

Specifically, we adopt EfficientNet-B4 with the pre-trained
weights as our backbone, the rest of our network parameters
are randomly initialized. We employ a ramp-up tuning scheme
to adjust the consistency weight, γ, following the practice of
the Mean Teacher [20]. The ramp-up scheme ensures that γ
increases to the set value gradually until the end of the ramp-up
phase. Through an extensive ablation study, we set the consis-
tency weight, γ, to 1 and the ramp-up step to 100. The selection
details will be elaborated in the ablation study.

C. Ablation Study

We conduct several ablation experiments to verify the effec-
tiveness of the structure and parameters used in our S2G2. To
assess the performance of our S2G2, mIoU and mAP are adopted
as evaluation metrics. According to the different amounts of the
unlabeled images in the training set, we conduct our ablation
experiments with 3 different sets, which respectively include
10%, 40%, and 80% of the unlabeled images.

1) Ablation on the Feature Extraction Module: In our S2G2,
the implementation of semi-supervised learning depends on a
double branch generator which enlarges the scale of network
parameters, compared with the fully supervised network. There-
fore, to make our network be efficient and effective in terms
of training speed and memory usage, a compact and powerful
backbone should be selected for the feature extraction module.
EfficientNet is a network that focuses both on accuracy and
efficiency. The EfficientNet family includes 8 variants, which

TABLE II
THE ABLATION STUDY RESULTS (%) OF THE VARIANTS OF THE EFFICIENTNET

FAMILY. ACCORDING TO THE DIFFERENT AMOUNTS OF THE UNLABELED

IMAGES IN THE TRAINING SET, WE CONDUCT OUR ABLATION STUDY INTO 3
GROUPS, WHICH CONTAIN 10%, 40%, AND 80% UNLABELED IMAGES,

RESPECTIVELY

are named as EfficientNet-B0 to EfficientNet-B7, respectively.
Those variants are different from each other in the depth, width,
and resolution.

In the ablation study, we first compare the performance of
the proposed network with different EfficientNet variants. In
our network, we only keep the feature extraction part of the
EfficientNet and remove the average pooling of the last layer,
as well as the classification head. The modified EfficientNet
variants produce a front-view feature map with a fixed size of8×
16 but with diverse numbers of channels. The different channels
of the output feature map are listed in Table I.

Table II displays the results of the ablation study on the
different EfficientNet variants, including EfficientNet-B0 to
EfficientNet-B7. The obvious raising trends can be seen when
increasing the complexity of EfficientNet from B0 to B4. But
after B4, the mIou and mAP of the prediction performance
stay in a relatively stable range. To trade off performance and
computation cost, we select EfficientNet-B4 as the backbone of
our S2G2.

2) Ablation on the Dual-Attention Block: To verify the ef-
fectiveness of the dual-attention block, we conduct two groups
of tests with and without a certain attention block. We first
only keep the inter-view attention block and discard the cross-
view attention block. We term this variant as Only Inter-View
Attention (OIVA). Then, we remove the inter-view attention
block instead and get the Only Cross-View Attention (OCVA)
variant. According to the results of the previous ablation study,
our network gets the best performance with EfficientNet-B4.
But EfficientNet-B7 is the most complicated variant with the
most number of parameters, it should perform better in OIVA
or OCVA. So, we chose the B4 and B7 variants as our feature
extraction module to conduct this ablation study.

Moreover, we also exchange the input order to the Double
Branch Generator module, which leads to two different struc-
tures. The first one takes the output feature from the inter-view
attention, FI as the input of passive branch and we denote
this variant as S2G2-IPCA (Inter-view attention feature map for
Passive branch and Cross-view attention feature map for Active
branch). Note that S2G2-IPCA is the same as the proposed
S2G2. For the second one, we let the feature map, FC be the
input of passive branch and term this as S2G2-CPIA (Cross-view
attention feature map for Passive branch and Inter-view attention
feature map for Active branch).
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TABLE III
THE ABLATION STUDY RESULTS (%) ON DUAL-ATTENTION BLOCK. OIVA

STANDS FOR THE VARIANT THAT ONLY KEEPS THE INTER-VIEW ATTENTION

SUB-BLOCK AND OCVA MEANS THE MODULE THAT ONLY HAVE THE

CROSS-VIEW ATTENTION SUB-BLOCK. B4 AND B7 PRESENT THE

EXPERIMENTS ARE CONDUCTED WITH THE EFFICIENTNET-B4 AND

EFFICIENTNET-B7 AS THEIR BACKBONE

TABLE IV
THE ABLATION STUDY RESULTS (%) ON THE DIFFERENT INPUT ORDERS TO

THE FINIAL DOUBLE BRANCH GENERATOR. S2G2-CPIA MODULE FEEDS THE

CROSS-VIEW ATTENTION FEATURE MAP, FC , TO THE PASSIVE BRANCH AND

THE INTER-VIEW ATTENTION FEATURE MAP, FI , TO THE ACTIVE BRANCH.
S2G2-IPCA IS THE OPPOSITE VERSION OF S2G2-CPIA

TABLE V
THE COMPARATIVE RESULTS (%) ON THE BASELINE METHODS. THE VARIOUS

SEMANTIC SEGMENTATION METHODS ARE INTEGRATED INTO THE MEAN

TEACHER FRAMEWORK TO PERFORM SEMI-SUPERVISED LEARNING. THE

RANDOM GAUSSIAN NOISE IS ADDED TO THE INPUT IMAGES BEFORE FED INTO

THE SEPARATE NETWORKS. THE BOLD FONT HIGHLIGHT THE BEST RESULTS

IN EACH COLUMN. OUR PROPOSED S2G2 OUTPERFORMS THE OTHERS

Table III demonstrates the effectiveness of the dual-attention
block. From the table, the dual-attention that combines the
inter-view and cross-view attention together, gets a superior
performance against its counterparts. Table IV shows the com-
parative results of different input orders to the active branch and
passive branch. The results indicate that the IPCA variant has
a higher mIoU with 58.94%, compared with the CPIA variant,
56.95%. This is also true for the metric mAP.

3) Ablation on the Double Branch Generator Module: For
the double branch generator module, we test different sets of
parameters to check the impacts on the intensity of contrastive
learning. Specifically, the consistency loss is linked to the gen-
eration of similar outputs from the active branch and passive
branch. The learning effectiveness of the unlabeled images of
the network is affected by the consistency loss-related hyperpa-
rameters, including consistency weight γ and the ramp-up step.

TABLE VI
THE COMPARATIVE RESULTS (%) ON THE TEST DATASET FROM [9]. ALL THE

COMPARATIVE METHODS PREDICT THE SEMANTIC BEV MAP IN A SUPERVISED

MANNER. THE TABLE SHOWS THAT OUR SEMI-SUPERVISED APPROACH

ACHIEVES THE BEST PERFORMANCE

Therefore, we set 6 different values for the consistency weight
(0.05, 0.1, 0.5, 1, 5, 10) and 5 different ramp-up step (50, 75,
100, 125, 150) in this experiment.

The process of parameter tuning is presented in Fig. 3. We find
that when the weight of the consistency loss equals to 1, and
the ramp-up step is set as 100, the network produces the best
performance. These two parameters impose an effect on how
well the network can learn from the unlabeled data. We also find
that a small consistency loss weight and a big ramp-up step can
lead to insufficient contrastive learning due to less punishment
towards the consistency loss. This means that the network could
not predict the consistent outputs for the homologous features.
But large weight value and too quick ramp-up may force the
assimilation of the two branches, still resulting in a deficient
learning capacity.

D. Comparative Results

1) Comparison With Baseline Methods: As our S2G2 is the
first method that generates the semantic BEV grid map in a
semi-supervised manner, we develop several baseline methods
to perform the comparative experiments. Our target outputs are
still in the image domain, so to form our baselines, we take ad-
vantage of the popular semantic segmentation methods, includ-
ing U-Net [11], DeepLab V3+ [12], RTFNet [31], SegNet [10],
HRNet [32]. Other than those semantic segmentation methods,
we also take the MonoOccupancy [9] as consideration. However,
the above methods are all trained in a supervised manner. In order
to train the networks with the unlabeled images, we integrate the
mentioned segmentation networks into the Mean Teacher [20]
framework, which is originally designed for semi-supervised
classification.

Specifically, we modify the aforementioned methods by
adding an aspect-ratio changing layer and adjusting the output
size of their decoders, because the input resolution (256× 512)
is not the same as that of the output (64× 64). The Mean Teacher
framework depends on the two identical networks to perform
contrastive learning. So we duplicate the aforementioned meth-
ods as the two parallel networks in the Mean Teacher framework.
To follow the idea of contrastive learning, we apply the random
Gaussian noise to make the input image a pair of homologous
similar ones. Then the noise-injected images are fed into the two
networks of the Mean Teacher framework, respectively.

We report the quantitative comparative results for the baseline
methods in Table V. The results show that our proposed S2G2
achieves the best performance in terms of mIoU and mAP
across all the networks. From the table, we can see that the
MonoOccupancy gets the second-best results. MonoOccupancy
is also a semantic BEV grid map generator.
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Fig. 3. Impacts of the ramp-up steps (R) and the weighted coefficient of consistency loss (γ) on the mIoU and mAP. We take the training group with 40%
unlabeled images as example. We set 0.05, 0.1, 0.5, 1, 10 as γ and 50, 75, 100, 125 and 150 as R in different tests. (a) is the mIoU result of different settings. (b)
is the mAP performance. The figure is best viewed in color.

Fig. 4. Example qualitative performances for the semantic BEV grid-map generation networks. Every row shows the results for different networks testing with
the same input images. MonoOccupancy in the mean teacher framework is marked with MT to distinguish it from the original one. Note that the ground truth may
contain noise. The last two rows show the unusual driving condition and the road under strong uneven sunlight. The comparative results demonstrate the precision
and superiority of our network. The figure is best viewed in color.

We conjecture the reason for the inferior performance of
MonoOccupancy is the flattened operation in its supervised vari-
ational automatic encoder (VAE) structure, which converts the
2D feature map into 1D vector, dropping the spatial information.
Although the generated semantic BEV grid map is a form of
an image, the better performance of our proposed S2G2 and
MonoOccupancy indicates that there are still great gaps laying
between the tasks of semantic BEV grid map generation and the
classical semantic segmentation. Therefore the semantic BEV
grid map generation needs a specially designed structure.

2) Comparison With the State-of-The-Art Methods: We also
evaluate the performances of our S2G2 together with some of
the state-of-the-art supervised learning-based methods, includ-
ing PYVA [8], PON [17], MonoLayout [19], and MonoOccu-
pancy [9]. It can be seen from Table VI, testing on the dataset pro-
vided by MonoOccupancy, our proposed S2G2 outperforms all
the previous networks with 58.86% in mIoU and 70.23% in mAP.
The second best results were produced by MonoOccupancy. We
attribute it to the fact that the other methods could not adapt well
to the noisy ground truth provided by the training dataset.

Moreover, we compared the performance of the MonoOccu-
pancy in the mean teacher framework and the original one. We
find that the results of the former one are inferior to the latter. The
reason for this case may be that the semi-supervised semantic
generation requires strong perturbations to produce a qualified
homologous similar input pair. We refer readers to [21] for more
details.

3) The Qualitative Demonstrations: Sample qualitative se-
mantic BEV generation results are shown in Fig. 4. In general,
our S2G2 generates a more precise and clear semantic BEV
grid map. Note that the ground truth contains noise since they
are produced by the SGM method. Even so, our S2G2 can
still generate the compelling semantic BEV map. According
to the results, we can see that our S2G2 is more sensitive to
obstacles compared to the other methods, which is crucial for
safe navigation. The last two rows display the more complicated
driving environments due to the unusual road conditions and the
uneven sunlight. Most other methods fail to predict the correct
semantic classes, but our S2G2 still provides relatively clear and
accurate semantic boundaries.
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V. CONCLUSIONS AND FUTURE WORK

Semantic BEV grid map is a kind of promising data represen-
tations for semantic environment perception in autonomous driv-
ing. We presented here a novel semi-supervised semantic BEV
grid-map generation network that takes as input both labeled
and unlabeled front-view images from a monocular camera and
directly outputs semantic BEV grid maps. The proposed network
can be trained in an end-to-end manner. We conducted extensive
ablation experiments to determine the appropriate architecture
and hyperparameters. The network was evaluated and tested
on a real-world dataset. We demonstrated its superiority over
several semi-supervised baseline methods. Although our S2G2
can generate satisfying semantic results, our method is still
limited by the narrow field of view, which means that our method
can only generate cone-shaped semantic grid map at the current
stage. In the future, we will use sequential multiple images as
input to generate grid maps with 360◦ full view. In addition,
we plan to enhance our semantic BEV generation network to
produce more information, for example, the graph structure of
road layouts.
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